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ABSTRACT Most IoT devices cannot afford to be a blockchain node due to the high computation and
storage loads. Thus, the blockchain is usually deployed on one delegate node, e.g., the edge device or cloud,
which may encounters three drawbacks: (1) The delegate node becomes the single failure point when the
number of delegate notes are limited. (2) The delegate node replicating the blockchain data can lead to
privacy information leak. (3) The delegate node is vulnerable to the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack. To tackle these drawbacks, we consider to minimize the redundant of blockchain to make the
IoT devices as the specialized blockchain nodes. In this paper, we integrate a permissioned blockchain
(HLF), an attribute-based access control (ABAC) and an identity-based signature (IBS) to build a security,
lightweight, and cross-domain blockchain-based IoT access control system. Specifically, we divided the IoT
system into different function domains, named IoT domains. Then, we establish a local blockchain ledger for
each IoT domain to enable more IoT devices as blockchain nodes. The local blockchain ledger records the
IoT domain entities’ attributes, policy files’ digests, and access decisions. Meanwhile, we use the channel
technology of HLF to realize cross-domain access and use the IBS to filter the legal access requests for
each IoT domain to prevent DDoS attacks. We also design a policy decision point (PDP) selection algorithm
that select multiple IoT devices (blockchain nodes) to achieve the real-time distributed policy decisions
(off-chain). Finally, we implement and evaluate the proposed system to demonstrate its practicality.

INDEX TERMS IoT, blockchain, ABAC, HLF, IBS, PDP selection algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of smart devices and high speed net-
works, the Internet of Things (IoT) approached our lives
gradually and silently. According to the forecast, more than
8.4 billion connected things joined this network worldwide
in 2017, and will reach 20.4 billion by 2020 [1]. It is nec-
essary to control the huge number of IoT devices remotely
to perform the desired functionality and share information.
However, the security and privacy issues bring economic loss
to users and hampering the development of the IoT [2]. There-
fore, access control is regarded as one of the most important
technology to guarantee IoT security and privacy [8]–[11].

Many IoT access control schemes have been
proposed [8]–[10], but almost all of them are based on a
single-server architecture. A centralized scheme has limita-
tions such as the single point of failure. Furthermore, a mali-
cious or compromised server can easily modify the access
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policy and permit the illegal access requests. Therefore, it is
necessary to design a secure decentralized access control
scheme for the IoT system.

The decentralization, verifiability, and immutability prop-
erties enable blockchain to solve the above problems. A ris-
ing number of blockchain-based IoT access control systems
have been proposed. These systems integrated the blockchain
and IoT from various perspectives to implement efficient
and scalable distributed IoT access control [8]–[11]. Specif-
ically, they make distributed access decisions via smart con-
tract or record access policies (authority credentials) on the
blockchain to prove that users have granted access by query-
ing the blockchain. However, the existing blockchain-based
IoT access control systems generally have the following
limitations:

1)Lack of security: Blockchain will suffer DDoS attacks
when malicious users send access requests repeatedly.

2)Limited distribution: The distribution feature of the IoT
system is determined by the proportion of entities who
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deployed the blockchain [32]. Due to resource-constrained
and dynamic features (their state and assigned tasks are differ-
ent at each stage), most IoT devices cannot act as blockchain
nodes to deal with access control process logic in real-time
and afford the storage pressure of blockchain ledger. There-
fore, most schemes only use delegate servers (edge devices
or cloud) as blockchain nodes. However, in an IoT system
composed of lighted IoT devices, such as smart home, there is
only one gateway device that cannot achieve Byzantine fault
tolerance.

3)Lack of privacy: To deal with the access control process,
delegate nodes need to record all access policies and pro-
cess all access requests, which may cause leakage of policy
information as well as the daily activities of users may be
predicted.

Therefore, to benefit from the blockchain technology and
avoid use delegate nodes to process the access control logic,
we design a lightweight blockchain that enables most IoT
domain to deploy its own blockchain network on their IoT
devices.

Firstly, we select HLF as the blockchain platform. As a
permissioned blockchain, HLF supports multiple blockchain
ledgers and only the authorized users are allowed to store
the data in the corresponding blockchain ledgers. Therefore,
we establish a local blockchain ledger for each IoT domain.
A local blockchain ledger only records access control data
and processes access control logic of its own domain, which
can reduce the storage and computation pressure of each
blockchain node. In addition, the channel technology of
HLF can realize cross-domain access of users between IoT
domains.

Furthermore, to avoid the DDoS attack, we design the
public key of IoT entities based on identity-based signa-
tures (IBS) to enable edge servers to filter and forward access
requests initiated by users who are inside the IoT domain or
trusted domain to PDPs.

Finally, due to the dynamic characteristics, not all IoT
devices who deployed blockchain can process the access
requests in real-time. So we design a PDP algorithm, to select
the blockchain nodes making real-time off-chain policy deci-
sions. Moreover, we use the PBFT to make final access
decisions consensus.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces some preliminaries and related work.
We describe the construction of the blockchain-based IoT
attributed based access control system in section III. More
specific scheme design details are described in section IV.
In section V, the practicality of our proposed system is
demonstrated by the performance evaluation. Finally, a short
conclusion is given in section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review some relevant background knowl-
edge and related works.

FIGURE 1. Ledger.

A. HYPERLEDGER FABRIC
In our system, we use the hyperledger fabric (HLF) to con-
struct the system and focus on the key component of HLF as
follows:
• Peer. Blockchain nodes maintain ledgers and read/write

on the ledgers via chaincode.
• Ledger. The ledger is the sequenced, tamper-resistant

record of all state transitions in the HLF. As shown in Fig.1,
the ledger mainly consists of two parts: the blockchain file
system and the status database [1]. The blockchain file system
is a transaction log, which is composed of blocks. Each
transaction is a result of chaincode invocation submitted by
participating parties and results in a set of asset key-value
pairs that can be committed to the ledger. The state database
holds current value of a set of blockchain file system states,
e.g. key-value pairs.
• Chaincode. Chaincode is software defining an asset

or assets, and the transaction instructions for modifying the
asset(s). Chaincode enforces the rules for reading or altering
key-value pairs or other state database information.
• Membership Services (MSP). MSP authenticates,

authorizes, and manages identities on a permissioned
blockchain network. In addition, MSP creates channels
between the organization.
• Channel. Channel is a private "subnet" of communica-

tion between two or more specific network blockchain nodes,
to conduct private and confidential transactions. Each peer
must be authenticated and authorized to join the channel [30].
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B. IDENTITY-BASED SIGNATURE
Identity-based signature (IBS) allows users to use their iden-
tity (ID) as their public keys. In our system, IoT domains use
IBS to filter access requests to prevent DDoS attacks.

We combine the role (user, IoT device, edge device) infor-
mation and IoT domain information as the ID of an entity.
Thus, the filter could distinguish whether the access request
is initiated by its own domain or trusted domain users via ver-
ifying the IBS. Specifically, we use the device’s ID number
and its domain information as the IoT device’s ID, that is,
devID = {deviceID@domainA}. Similarly, we use the MAC
address and its domain information as the edge device’s ID,
that is, edevID = {macAddress@domainName}. The user’s
ID consists of the user’s name and domain information, such
as uID = {userName@domainName}. Assuming that a user,
Bob, and a camera are in the smart home named domain A.
Bob’s user ID is uID = {Bob@domainA} and the camera’s
device ID is devID = {VID_0AC8PID_3340@domainA}.

Here, we suggest using Barreto-Libert-McCullagh-
Quisquater (BLMQ) scheme (Li 2009) for our implementa-
tion. It comprises four algorithms.
• BLMQ.Setup(k,G1,G2,GT)→ params : Given the

security parameter k, and group < G1,G2,GT >, which has
the same prime order q > 2k . Q is the generator of the group
G2. A mapping φ : G2 → G1, satisfies P = φ(Q), then
defines g = e(P,Q). Select s ∈ z∗q as the master key, calculate
Qpub = sQ. Select the hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗→ Z∗q , H2 :

{0, 1}∗ × GT → Z∗q , then the system public the parameter
params =< G1,G2,GT , e,P,Q,Qpub,Õ,H1,H2 >

• BLMQ.SkGen(ID)→ skID : the KGC generate a pri-
vate key for the user ′i s identity ID, skID = (H1(ID)+ s)−1P
• BLMQ.Sign(skID,m)→< h,S >: The signature of

message m is calculated as follows
- select random number x ∈ Z∗q , calculate r = gx

- calculate h = H2(m, r)
- calculate S = (x + h)skID
The signature is < h, S >
• BLMQ.Verify(ID, < h,S >)→ 0/1 : Verify whether

h = H2(m, e(S,H1(ID)Q+Qpub)g−h holds. If it holds, the<
h, S > is a valid signature. Otherwise, it’s invalid.

C. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL
The attribute-based access control (ABAC) model general-
izes DAC, MAC, and RBAC, and is more flexible, scalable,
and secure in dynamic environments [25]. In addition, ABAC
is particularly suitable for organizations where individuals
rotate frequently [26]. Therefore, the ABAC model satisfies
the lightweight, massive, dynamic, and real-time characteris-
tics of IoT system.

The definition of attribute-based access control is as
follows:

1) S, R, and E represent three entities respectively: subject,
accessed resource, and environment.

2) SAk (1 ≤ k ≤ K ),RAm(1 ≤ m ≤ M ),EAn(1 ≤ n ≤ N )
represents the attributes of the subject, accessed resource, and
environment respectively.

3) ATTR(s), ATTR(r), ATTR(e) represent the attribute
assignment relationship of subject, resource, and environ-
ment respectively, such as:

ATTR(s) ∈ SA1 × SA2 × · · · × SAK
ATTR(r) ∈ RA1 × RA2 × · · · × RAM
ATTR(e) ∈ EA1 × EA2 × · · · × EAN

4) Generally, a policy role is used to determine whether a
subject s can access resource r in a specific environment e.
The policy can be expressed as a function that returns a
boolean value with the attribute of s, r, and e as input
parameters.

Rule : Canaccess(s, r, e)← f (ATTR(s),ATTR(r),ATTR(e))

If the return value of the function f is true, the subject is
permitted to access resource r. Otherwise, the access request
is denied.

D. POLICY EXECUTION FRAMEWORK
The policy execution framework describes the relationship
between entities and the process of the access control.
As shown in Fig.2, the framework consists of policy enforce-
ment point (PEP), policy decision point (PDP), policy admin-
istration point (PAP), policy information point (PIP) [18].

PEP receives an access request and sends the request to the
context handle, which transforms the request into the standard
request format and sends the standard request to PDP. The
PDP retrieves the policy related to the request in the PAP
and then make a policy decsion for the request. During the
evaluation process, the context handle sends the attributes
query messages to PIP, which will search the attribute value
from the corresponding attribute authority and then return the
attributes to the context handle. After the evaluation, the PDP
returns the policy decision to the context handle, whichmakes
a corresponding response to the PEP. The PEP executes the
decision result, decided whether the access request is permit-
ted or denied.

E. PRACTICAL BYZANTINE FAULT TOLERANCE
The PBFT can process as follows [36], [37]:

(1) Select a primary node from the whole network, which
is responsible for determining whether to proccess a request.

(2) Pre-Prepare: Each node broadcasts request to the whole
network. The primary node verifies the validity of the request
and then broadcasts the valid request.

(3) Prepare: Once a node receives the request, it will pro-
cess the request then broadcasts the response to the network.

(4) Commit: If a node receives 2f (f is the tolerable number
of Byzantine nodes) responds from other nodes, and these
responses are the same as its own respond, this node will
broadcast a commit message to the network.

(5) Reply: Once a node receives 2f + 1 pieces of commit
messages, it will pack all transactions into a new block, and
record it on the blockchain ledger.
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FIGURE 2. ABAC policy execution framework.

F. RELATED WORK
Authors in [21] proposed a smart contract-based access con-
trol for the IoT, wihch record access policy on the blockchain.
However, it cannot take advantage of distributed damage-
tolerant, decentralization features of blockchain. Authors
in [22] use table structure to store access rights of users, with
the increase of devices and users, the contents of the access
rights table will increase rapidly. Framework FairAccess [23]
introduces access token which contains the access right of
users. It solves the high table query complexity problem and
guarantees the privacy of the access policy. But this scheme
requires each device to establish its access policy, resulting
in contract redundancy and account management difficulties.
Oscar Novo considered the redundancy of smart contract
in [24], he proposed a scheme that only one access control
smart contract is deployed on the blockchain, but this scheme
cannot achieve fine-grained access for different devices.
Wang et al. [27]. proposed a blockchain-based distributed
access control system ADAC, using the attributed-based
access control model. Islam and Madria [28], realizes IoT
access control based on HLF and ABAC model and claims
that it is the first time to implemented IoT access control
based on permission blockchain. Putra proposed an archi-
tecture and mechanism of blockchain and smart-contract
based access control for IoT [29]. The proposed blockchain
architecture consists of the main blockchain network and
several sidechain networks, but the author did not discuss the
relationship between side chains and the interaction between
the main chain and side chains in depth. To provide secu-
rity and privacy for IoT, Dai et al. [33] proposed charge
the buyer Ether to prevent denial of service (DoS) attacks.
Groß et al. [34] introduced a novel method based on IPsec and
TLS. Ukil et al. [35] proposed a privacy management method
to evaluate the risk of sharing data with others. Liu et al. [38]
proposed an access control system in IoT, which is based on
Hyperledger Fabric blockchain framework. Tan et al. [39]
proposed a blockchain-based access control scheme called
BacCPSS for Cyber-Physical-Social System (CPSS) big data.
Sun et al. [40] proposed a trusted and efficient cross-domain
access control system based on blockchain and rbac model.

As far as we know, the existing blockchain-based IoT access
control system do not consider the security of the deployment
of the blockchain. This article explores how to reduce the stor-
age and computing burden of blockchain nodes from the per-
spective of resource constraints of IoT devices, so that more
IoT devices can be used as blockchain nodes, that enhancing
the invulnerability and attack cost of the blockchain system.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section presents the consists of the proposed system.

A. COMPONENTS
The IoT divide entities into a single authority domain accord-
ing to their location and function, such as Alice’s smart home.
In the system, entities consist of IoT devices, edge devices,
local blockchain ledgers, and users.With the local blockchain
ledger, each IoT domain constructs its decentralized access
control system. To support cross-domain access, we use
MSP to build channels between IoT domains. Meanwhile,
A KGC is used to generate the private key for the entities’
ID. A database is used to decrease the storage overheads of
the local blockchain ledger.
•KGC : KGC generates private keys for entities’ ID

(described in Section II.A). The ID of entities contains the IoT
domain information, which is convenient for edge devices to
determine whether the access request is legal.
•Blockchain :We use HLF to establish a local blockchain

ledger for each IoT domain. Each local blockchain ledger
records its IoT domain entities’ attributes, policy files’ digest,
and access decisions. We deploy the local blockchain ledger
on IoT devices.
•IoT device : IoT device owners define access control

policies to decide who can access their resources. In addition,
IoT devices are blockchain nodes. Meanwhile, IoT devices
act as PDPs to make policy decisions.
•Edge device : The edge device is the boundary of an IoT

domain and acts as an interface to the external world to access
the resource within the IoT domain. In our system, we regard
the edge devices as PEP. It responsible for filtering the access
requests which are initiated by the IoT domain or trusted
domain users and the accessed devices are in the IoT domain.
Moreover, the edge device runs slectePDP (described in
Section IV.B) algorithm to select PDPs to make the policy
decisions, then collects the policy decisions returned by the
PDPs, and coordinates PDPs use the PBFT algorithm to
commit a final access decision, finally returns the final access
decision to users.
•MSP : MSP establishes channels between IoT domains.

Domains connected by a channel regard other domains as
trusted domains.
•Channel : The channel is responsible for ledger sharing

between IoT domains.
•User : Users are access requesters. They send access

requests to corresponding PEP.
•Database : Database stores the policy files. IoT devices

belongs to a local domain save their access policies in a file
and then store the file in the database.
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Algorithm 1 Smart Contract
1: function uploadAttr(attributes, ID, sig)
2: % Invoked by the entities to upload their attributes
3: % sig = BLMQ.sign(skID, attributes)
4: require(ID’s domain ∈ IoT domain);
5: if BLMQ.Verify(ID, sig) == true then
6: stub.PutState(ID, attributes);
7: else
8: return 0;
9: function uploadPolicy(digest, devID, sig)
10: % Invoked by the IoT devices to upload their policy files’

digest
11: % digest = hash ‖ signature
12: % sig = BLMQ.sign(skdevID, digest)
13: require(devID’s domain ∈ IoT domain)
14: if BLMQ.verify(devID, sig) == true then
15: stub.PutState(devID, digest);
16: else
17: return 0;
18: function getAttr(ID, PDP_ID,sig)
19: % Invoked by the PDPs to get the entity’s attributes
20: % sig=BLMQ.sign(skPDP_ID,ID)
21: require(PDP_ID’s domain ∈ IoT domain)
22: if BLMQ.Verify(PDP_ID, sig) == true then
23: return attributes;
24: else
25: return 0;
26: function getPolicy(devID, PDP_ID, sig)
27: % Invoked by the PDPs to get the device’s policy file’s

digest
28: % sig=BLMQ.sig(skPDP_ID, devID)
29: require(PDP_ID’s domain ∈ IoT domain)
30: if BLMQ.Verify(PDP_ID, sig) == true then
31: return digest;
32: else
33: return 0;

B. SMART CONTRACT
Smart contract (chaincode), together with the ledger, is the
key component of blockchain system. In our system, a smart
contract provides an interface for entities to obtain and upload
attributes and policy files’ digest onto the blockchain.

As shown in algorithm 1, before the system process access
requests. IoT domain’s entities upload their attributes onto
their local blockchain ledger via invoking uploadAttr, and the
IoT devices upload their access policy files’ digest onto their
local blockchain ledger via invoking uploadPolicy.

During the access control process, PDPs get attributes
via invoking getAttr and get policy files’ digest via invok-
ing getPolicy, then PDPs make an off-chain policy decision
respectively.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we give the design details of the system and
describe the policy decision point (PDP) selection algorithm.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 3 shows the architecture of our proposed system.We will
now describe the System Setup, Request Control, PDPs exe-
cution, and PEP execution in our system.
•System Setup : HLF establishes a local blockchain

ledger for each IoT domain. The IoT domain’s entities
upload their attributes and policy files’ digest onto the local
blockchain ledger and then store the policy files in the
database. KGC generates the corresponding private key skID
for the IoT domain entities’ ID. To realize cross-domain
access control, MSP builds channels between IoT domains.
IoT devices join the channel to share their local blockchain
ledger.
•Request Control : Users send requests to the edge

device. A request consists of the request number, the user’s
ID, the accessed device’s ID, and the identity-based signa-
ture (IBS) signed by user’s private key skuID, that is, request
= {requestNum, uID, devID, BLMQ.Sign(skuID,m)}, where
m={requestNum, uID, devID}. The edge device distinguish
whether the requester belongs to its IoT domain by the
uID, and distinguish whether the resource belongs to its IoT
domain or trusted domain by the devID. If so, the edge device
verifies the signature BLMQ.verify(uID, BLMQ.Sign(skuID,
m)). If the signature is valid, the edge device runs the pol-
icy decision point selection algorithm (described in IV.B).
Finally, The edge device forwards the access request to the
selected PDPs.
•PDPs Execution : If the request is a cross-domain access

request, the selected PDP who joined the channel obtains
corresponding attributes and policy file’s digest via invoking
getAttr and getPolicy, and retrieves the policy file from the
database according to the digest, while the PDPs who are
not in the channel get the attributes and policy from the
channel PDPmember. If the access request is an intra-domain
access request, each selected PDP obtains corresponding
attributes and policy file’s digest via invoking getAttr and
getPolicy, and retrieves the policy file from the database
according to the digest. Then each PDP makes an off-chain
policy decision. Finally, each PDP returns the result to the
edge device. A result consists of the PDP’s ID (IoT device’s
ID), the request number, the policy decision (permit/deny),
and the IBS signed by PDP’s private key skdevID, that is,
result={devID, requestNum, decision, BLMQ.sign(skdevID,
m)}, where m={devID, requestNum, decision}.
•PEP Execution : PDPs use PBFT consensus algorithm to

commit a final access decision.
(1)Pre-Prepare: the edge device (PEP) collects the results

result1 = {dev1_ID, requestNum, decision, BLMQ.
sign(skdev1_ID, m)}, result2 = {dev2_ID, requestNum, deci-
sion, BLMQ.sign(skdev2_ID, m)}, · · · resultn = {devn_ID,
requestNum, decision, BLMQ.sign(skdevn_ID, m)}, then ver-
ify their signatures and determine whether the results
are returned by the selected PDPs via their ID. Finally,
the edge device broadcasts the valid results of PDPs to the
network.
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FIGURE 3. Blockchain-based IoT access control system architecture. After the system setup, a user sends request to the edge device. Edge device filters
the illegal request and forwards the request to selected PDPs. Each PDP makes a policy decision and commits a final access decision. Edge devices return
the access decision to users.

Algorithm 2 accessDecision
1: Input: PDPs’ policy decision results
2: Output: bool % 0: deny; 1: permit
3: function accessDecsion(result[1],. . ., result[n])
4: int count = 0;
5: for j = 1; j <= n; j ++ {
6: if result[j].decision == permit then
7: count++;
8: }
9: if count > bn/2c then
10: return 1;
11: else
12: return 0;

(2)Prepare: Once a PDP receives the results from the edge
device, it makes a final access decision via invoking access-
Decision, described in algorithm 2. Then the PDP broadcasts
its final access decision to the network.

(3)Commit: If a PDP receives 2f final access decisions
from other PDPs (we assumed that the number of PDP n
≥ 3f+1), and these final access decisions are same as its
own final access decision, the PDP will broadcast a commit
message to the network.

(4)Reply: Once the PEP receives 2f+1 pieces of com-
mit message, the PEP returns a final access decision to the
requester and requested deivce.

B. SELECT POLICY DECISION POINT
To select IoT devices who can make real-time policy deci-
sions, we deployed the resource management on edge devices
to detect the resource status of each IoT device. As shown
in Fig.4, each IoT device runs a node management service

FIGURE 4. Resource management.

to monitor the resource usage and task execution states, and
synchronize these states to the edge device.

As algorithm 3 shows, when the edge device receives
an access request, it evaluates the computing and stor-
age resources required to make the access decision. Then,
the edge device selects IoT devices who have sufficient com-
puting and storage resource as PDP, to make a real time,
off-chain policy decision.

C. FEATURES OF OUR SYSTEM
The features of the proposed system are summarized as fol-
lows:
• Decentralization. There is no third-party authorities to

store the attributes and policies. Moreover, most IoT device
can act as a blockchain node. Considering IoT devices also
have tasks in the IoT system, we only select a part of IoT
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Algorithm 3 SelectPDP
1: Input: request, DevSet
2: Output: PDPs’ ID set
3: % request={requestNum, uID, devID, sig}
4: % DevSet contains all IoT devices’ ID belongs to the IoT
domain

5: function SelectPDP
6: attribures← getAttr(uID)
7: digest← getPolicy(devID)
8: policies← ipfs get digest.hash
9: res← EvalResCons(request,attributes,policies)
10: while (DevSet != null){
11: if (ID.resource ≥ res) then
12: PDPset.add(ID)
13: DevSet.remove(ID)
14: }
15: return PDPset

devices with enough storage and computation resources to
make the policy decision during one access control process
epoch. In addition, the final policy decision is committed by
PDPs via PBFT consensus algorithm.
• Security. The access request is signed by users, and the

policy decision is signed by PDPs. Therefore, requests and
policy decisions cannot be tampered or forged during trans-
mission. In addition, the edge device filters the legal request
via IBS that ensures edge devices filter illegal access requests.
Thus, local blockchain ledger can resist DDoS attacks in
some extent.
•Lightweight and dynamic. Each local blockchain ledger

only records the attributes and access policy files’ digest
of entities who belogs to its IoT domain, which reduces
the storage pressure of the blockchain nodes. Meanwhile,
blockchain nodes only process their own IoT domain users’
access requests, that decrease their computational over-
head. At the same time, considering the dynamic feature of
IoT devices, we only select blockchain nodes with enough
residual resources as PDP to make an off-chain access
decision.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we give a performance evaluation of the pro-
posed system, which may be broken up into two parts. Firstly,
we studied the processing time of the system initial phase,
which contains the System Setup. The Request Control, PDPs
execution, and PEP execution constitute the execution phase
are studied in the second part.

We have developed an IoT network using Raspberry Pi
3B+ devices. Raspberry Pi 3B+ devices can act as IoT
devices and bundle many essential elements to perform as a
humidity sensor, light, and camera. We divided the Raspberry
Pi 3B+ devices into three IoT domains: IoT domain A (DO
A), IoT domain B (DO B), and IoT domain C (DO C).
DO A and DO B has four Raspberry Pi 3B+ devices, while
DO C has 20 Raspberry Pi 3B+ devices, and all of them

TABLE 1. Devices’ configuration.

are connected to a PC through a USB port. In each IoT
domain, the PC act as an edge device. In addition, we use
another PC to simulate a user device to send an access request.
The configurations of devices are described in Table 1. Our
blockchain network has been implemented in Hyperledger
fabric (hlf) v1.2. We establish blockchain ledgers for three
IoT domains respectively and create a channel between DO
A and DO B. In each IoT domain, we assume that all
IoT devices are peer nodes who maintain the blockchain
ledger and installed a software, named Casbin [31], to make
an off-chain ABAC policy decision using PML language.
User devices using fabric client SDK to interact with the
blockchain. They can upload thier attributes onto the local
blockchain ledger. To evaluate the time cost of store policy
files in IPFS, we build an IPFS network composed of three
PC nodes.

A. INITIAL PHASE
During the initial phase, the KGC generates private keys for
entities’ ID. The MSP builds a channel between DO A and
DO B. Entities of each IoT domain uploads their attributes
and policy files’ digest onto their local blockchain ledger via
invoking uploadAttr and uploadPolicy, and then store policy
files in IPFS. As shown in Table 2, we create 3 attributes for
each entity and create 2 different ABAC policies for each IoT
device.
•Attribute storage efficiency
After deploy the smart contract, we used fabric client SDK

and shell script to test the attribute storage efficiency via
invoking uploadAttr. As shown in Fig.5, we obtained the time
cost of running 1000, 2000, · · · , 9000 times uploadAttr. The
time for uploading attributes on the local blockchain ledger
increases almost linearly with the number of attributes (i.e.
number of IoT domain entities).
•Policy storage efficiency
The policy storage experiment can be divided into three

parts: (1) IoT devices calculate the hash value and signature
of the policy files; (2) IoT devices store the policy files in
the off-chain database; (3) IoT devices store the policy files’
digest (hash value, signature) onto the local blockchain ledger
via invoking uploadPolicy. We use SHA256 as the hash func-
tion, BLMQ as the digital signature, and IPFS as the off-chain
database to test the policy storage efficiency. The time cost for
storing 5k, 11.4M, 136.7M, and 1.1G access policy files in the
blockchain ledger are 64.497ms, 311.875ms, 26142.493ms,
and 220309.111ms respectively.
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TABLE 2. Example of experimental parameters.

FIGURE 5. Time cost for entity uploads different numbers of attributes.

FIGURE 6. Time cost for entity uploads different numbers of policy files’
digest.

Finally, The same as the attribute storage experiment,
we test the user’s policy files’ diest storage efficiency
via invoking uploadPolicy. We obtain the time cost of
uploadPolicy with 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, · · · , 9,000 running
times, as shown in Fig.6. The time for uploading policy
files’ digest onto the local blockchain ledger increases almost
linearly with the number of policy files’ digests (IoT devices).

B. ACCESS CONTROL PHASE
During the access control phase, the edge device filters the
illegal access request and selects the PDPs. PDPs make
off-chain policy decisions and run the PBFT consensus algo-
rithm to record the request and final access decision on the
local blockchain ledger.

.

TABLE 3. Request filter performance and efficiency.

TABLE 4. Time cost for database retrieve and cipher algorithm
execution (s).

TABLE 5. Comparison between our system with other blockchain-based
IoT access control system.

•Access request filter
We evaluated the access request filter performance and

efficiency by sending different kinds of request to DO A’s
edge device. Concretely, we simulate requesters (i.e. belong
to DO A, DO B, and DO C) send requests to access different
IoT devices (i.e. belong to DO A, DO B, and DO C), and
assume that there is no channel connect between DO A
and DO C. The filter result, time consumption of filter, and
communication are listed in Table 3.
•Attribute query efficiency
We use the fabric shell script to test the attribute

query efficiency of PDPs via invoking getAttr. Specifically,
we consider two different scenarios (i.e. intra-domain, cross-
domain). As shown in Fig.7, we obtained the time cost of
getAttr with 1000, 2000, · · · , 9000 running times. It takes
about 0.4ms for PDPs to obtain an attribute from the local IoT
domain’s blockchain ledger. While, it cost about 0.6ms for
PDPs to obtain an attribute from one PDP who has joined the
channel (actually, caused by the transmission delay between
PDPs).
•Policy query efficiency
We use the fabric shell script to obtain both the

intra-domain and cross-domain policy files’ digest via invok-
ing getPolicy to evaluate the policy query efficiency of PDPs.
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TABLE 6. Communication and computation costs of IoT access control.

FIGURE 7. Time cost for PDP obtains different numbers of attributes.

FIGURE 8. Time cost for PDP obtains different numbers of policy files’
digest.

Fig.8 shows the time cost of getPolicy with 1000, 2000, · · · ,
9000 running times.

PDPs use the obtained hash of the digest to retrieve pol-
icy files stored in IPFS. Then, PDPs calculate the retrieved
policy files’ hash and compare it with the hash obtained from

FIGURE 9. Time cost for reaching final access decision consensus.

the blockchain ledger. Finally, PDPs verify the policy files’
signature. We list the executing time in Table 4.
•PDP efficiency
To test the average execution time and memory cost for

the access policy decision, we execute the same access policy
1000 times on one PDP. Experiments show that it takes a
PDP 0.009831ms and 2.678KB to execute ABAC decisions
for per-access policy.
•Access decision efficiency
We also use hlf to test the time cost for reaching a final

access decision consensus. The experiment is run on different
numbers of PDPs. As shown in Fig.9, the time for reaching
consensus increases almost exponentially with the number of
PDPs.

C. SYSTEM COMPARISON
To show the advantage of our system, we compared the pro-
posed system with the existing blockchain-based IoT accesss
control system in terms of the following features: "Anti-
DDoS" means that the illegal access request will not affact
the TPS of the blockchain, "Cross-Domain"means the system
supports users to access resources accross domains, and we
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evaluate the "Lightweight" feature by determining whether
these systems have delegate nodes. Table 5 illustrates our sys-
tem is more secure than other systems in terms of Anti-DDoS
attacks. In addition, our system supports cross-domain access
control. Moreover, our system has no delegate nodes.

D. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
To show the utility of the system, we evaluate its commu-
nication and computation costs of each phase. As shown in
table 6, the communication and computation cost is affected
by the number of entities loacated in each domain.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a blockchain-based IoT access
control system. We use ABAC model and HLF to establish
a lightweight local blockchain ledger for each IoT domain.
In addition, we build channels to realize cross-domain access
control. To prevent the DDoS attacks, each edge device uses
the ID of requestor to filter the illegal request. We also design
a policy decision point selection algorithm to make off-chain
and real-time policy decisions. Finally, we implement and
evaluate the proposed system to demonstrate its practicality.
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